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TopAdventures
Nomatter your age, and no matter howmany times you’ve been around the world, the thirst for adventure never

goes away. In our annual collection, we have compiled the ultimate list of the world’s best adventurous itineraries for
those who are always searching for something unique, thrilling and downright spectacular that will leave a lasting

impression long after the trip ends.While the world is certainly your oyster, there’s still the hard-to-answer question
of where to begin and how to fit it all in. Most of these trips can be completely customized, but these adventures are

sure to inspire and serve as an exciting starting point for your next journey.

by Samantha Coles



SWIM WITH SHARKS
THE MALDIVES

The allure of the Maldives is understandable: sparkling sea,

powder-soft sandy beaches, swaying palm trees and tropical

marine life. Get better acquainted with a school of nurse sharks

and swim among them — they are big (some reach up to 9 ft)

but friendly, even if you accidentally bump one with your flipper.

Jumping into the warm waters as they swim beneath you is a

terrifying but wonderful experience, as these gentle creatures

glide gracefully through the water alongside and underneath

you. Bring a waterproof camera; you’ll need it. The shark experts

who accompany you will put any nervous guests at ease and

feed the sharks their favorite treats to bring them close to the

boat (feed them yourself if you wish), so you can still get close

to them even if you don’t want to get your feet wet. Retreat to

Naladhu Private Island Resort for an intimate, paradisiacal stay

(or if you can’t get enough of the ocean, spend a night or two on

the resort’s yacht, Nirvana).

From $81,000 for exclusive use. Contact Thomas Boehringer,
resort manager, stay@naladhu.com, +960 644 4105,
anantara.com



EXPLORE
CAMBODIA

GUIDETO

CAMBODIA

Once one of the ancient world’s most glorious kingdoms, Southeast Asia’s Cambodia (as the

mighty Khmer Empire) ruled what is now Laos, Thailand and Vietnam. Today, it is one of the world’s

most fascinating destinations, due to its legacy and trove of spectacular, centuries-old temples near

Siem Reap, as well as its paradisiacal islands, untrammeled rain forest and buzzy capital city, Phnom

Penh. In past decades, it was a challenging destination for leisure travelers. Now, the country has

made tremendous strides and has developed an environment that is as attractive to luxury-seeking

guests as adventurous ones.While watching the sunrise at AngkorWat has become a bucket-list

experience for many people— and there are a number of opulent hotels ready to cater to visitors

—Cambodia has so muchmore to offer. There are wild jungles where eco-travel reigns supreme

and pristine crescents of sand in the south, and the capital itself is not to be missed.With its

incredible location, Cambodia can be visited alone or in an incredible trip through Thailand

and Vietnam, or at the end of an ultra-luxury cruise.

by Becca Hensley



Clockwise
Anantara’s Henri Mahout
Suite; Raffles Grand Hotel

d’Angkor; Amansara’s sleek
design; the lush Belmond
La Résidence d’Angkor

AMANSARA
Delving deeply into local culture the Amanway, Amansara occupies a re-kitted 1960s

guesthouse commissioned by King Norodom Sihanouk.With 24 understated suites,

the elegant property invokes an archaeological camp vibe as thrilling andmoody as an

adventure film set. Choose one of the 12 pool suites— each complete with its own

plunge pool and private courtyard— designed tomeld the interiors with the terrain.

From$1,700 per night. Contact Astrid Killian, generalmanager, akillian@aman.com,
+855 63 760 333, aman.com

SIEM REAP
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With over a thousand temples dotting its environs,
fast-growing Siem Reap in northwestern Cambodia
remains the number-one reason tourists visit
Cambodia. Showpiece AngkorWat, best seen at
sunrise, won’t disappoint

ANANTARAANGKOR RESORT
Full of Cambodian art and sumptuously hewed from

gleaming, polished wood, this 39-suite hideaway feels

more like a super-sized private villa or home than a

hotel. Friendly staff, a slew of unique cultural activities

(from cooking classes to gallery visits), a farm-to-

table restaurant and a central courtyard pool seal the

deal. Relax in the Henri Mahout Suite, a two-bedroom

extravaganza of Thai silk and bold colors.

From $1,490 per night. Contact SarahMoya, general
manager, smoya@anantara.com, +855 6396 6788,
anantara.com

RAFFLES GRANDHOTEL D’ANGKOR
A grande dame built in 1932 during the

French occupation, this Raffles hotel

reopened in October after extensive

restorations. Bright and shiny, it

continues to celebrate a bygone era

with Art Deco flourishes, a caged

elevator, period architectural details,

art and antiques. Its new signature

restaurant, 1932, serves Khmer cuisine,

while the famous Elephant Bar, a hot

spot for decades, continues to

showcase a heyday stylishness. Opt for

the Two-bedroom Royal Villa, with

verandas, sumptuous accoutrements

and four-poster beds.

From $2,370 per night. Contact Oliver
Dudler, cluster general manager,
oliver.dudler@raffles.com,
+855 23 982 598, raffles.com

BELMOND LA RÉSIDENCE
D’ANGKOR
One of the first luxury hotels in Siem

Reap, the tranquil, 59-suite hotel

borrows from classical Khmer-meets-

French-colonial design motifs to create

a garden-immersed sanctuary. A

saltwater pool, Kong Kea Spa (try the

Khmer Herbal Healer, a treatment

using herbal poultices) and a martini

bar offer diversions from temple-

hopping, though guests will want to go

off property, too, for hotel-organized

activities. Choose the Deluxe One-

bedroom Poolside Suite, which has an

expansive terrace.

From $800 per night. Contact
Michaela Brase, director of rooms,
michaela.brase@belmond.com, +855
12 635 435, belmond.com


